The MILL (Multipurpose Innovative Learning Lab) offers cutting-edge technology for the use of its patrons including: an HTC VIVE Virtual Reality system; a soundproof WhisperRoom; a Presentation Studio with green screen, lights, and a professional-grade digital camera. Any Health System affiliate is eligible to use this equipment. Please contact HSL-MILL@eservices.virginia.edu [1] for additional information or to make a reservation.

Guidelines for Reserving the MILL

The MILL regularly hosts workshops, programs, and special events that promote interdisciplinary collaboration. We are particularly interested in programs that:

- Engage users in new research methods
- Engage users with important research issues, such as intellectual property and open access
- Include researchers across disciplines
- Showcase research, especially cross-disciplinary research
- Leverage new technologies
- Are open to the entire UVA community

Decisions about use of the space are at the sole discretion of the MILL advisory group.

How can I reserve the space for my event?

Submit details of your event (date, time, number of attendees, AV requirements, catering) to HSL-MILL@eservices.virginia.edu [1].

Occupancy

The MILL event space can hold up to 70 occupants.
The MILL is a community space, so whiteboards are erased every morning.
Food and drink are permitted. You are responsible for all catering arrangements, setup and cleanup.

Equipment

The MILL (Multimedia Innovative Learning Lab) offers cutting-edge technology for the use of its patrons including: an HTC VIVE Virtual Reality system; a soundproof WhisperRoom; a Presentation Studio with green screen, lights, and a professional-grade digital camera. Any Health System affiliate is eligible to use this equipment, make a reservation online at: https://www.hsl.virginia.edu/admin/policy/rooms-and-classrooms.cfm#multimedia
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